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Dynamic, Day-Part Fuel Pricing – 30% of Fuel Retailers Utilize Strategy to
Hit Margin Targets

New research report shares insights into the emerging trend of day-part fuel pricing, including
who is conducting this strategy, how they execute it, and how to measure its success.

Colorado Springs, Colo. (PRWEB) March 06, 2017 -- PriceAdvantage, a fuel price management software
company and division of Skyline Products, today released a new research report that provides insight into
dynamic, day-part fuel pricing. The research report was produced in collaboration with Schneider Electric,
Petroleum Pricing Consultants, and Convenience Store Decisions magazine. More than 130 global fuel
marketers provided valuable insight into how they are – or are not – executing this strategic pricing strategy.

Day-part pricing has been conducted for a number of years within many retail categories, including airline
travel and the food service industry, and is defined by the execution of scheduled price changes during set
windows of time throughout the day/week to maximize margins and volume.

As a relatively new strategy for fuel marketers, this research report reveals insights into who is conducting day-
part fuel pricing, how often they change prices, the price change amounts, and markets/days where this strategy
is most effective. Additionally, one-on-one interviews provided deeper insight into how fuel retailers establish
fuel pricing strategies to support specific fuel sales goals – and how they measure success.

“We suspected that many of our customers were leveraging day-part pricing but we wanted to learn more
precisely how this strategy was being used within our customer base and in the market overall,” shared Chip
Stadjuhar, President and CEO of Skyline Products. “What we learned was very powerful. About 30% of overall
fuel retailers surveyed are conducting day-part pricing while 50% of our customers surveyed are using this
strategy.”

“For these fuel retailers, their number one goal when using day-part pricing is to achieve margin targets,”
shared Brian Milne, Energy Editor and Product Manager for Schneider Electric, who analyzed the survey
results. “So we weren’t surprised to learn that the most common day of the week for this strategy is on Monday.
It allows the retailers a window to adjust to the wholesale market and maximize margins. The second most
common days were Thursday and Friday, when retailers adjust their prices to hit weekly goals – either those
target margins or needed volumes.”

To learn more about dynamic, day-part fuel pricing download the full research report HERE.

About PriceAdvantage
PriceAdvantage creates Software to Fuel Your Pricing StrategyTM. Our easy-to-use, highly configurable,
patented solution allows fuel marketers to execute their unique fuel pricing strategy faster and more accurately
by reducing manual processes and human errors. PriceAdvantage enables customers to make rapid, informed
fuel pricing decisions based on their unique business rules, then automatically post new prices to their POS
systems, fuel pumps and price signs, and then receive price change confirmation – all in just minutes.
PriceAdvantage is singularly focused on fuel pricing software and is a division of a privately held U.S.
company, Skyline Products, which produces software solutions and thousands of American-made electronic
price and transportation signs annually. Learn more at www.PriceAdvantage.com.
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Contact Information
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+1 719-439-8341

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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